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Aid Helps Curb Rising Cost of Living
The rising cost of living has not
stopped at the doors of educational
institutions across the country, and
UMR is no exception. More and more
students are seeking ways of paying for
their educations and are beating a
steady path to the office of Student
Financial Aid.
During the past year several new aid
programs have been established by the
federal government, the State of
Missouri and the University. Many of
the programs already in use have been
changed to make it a little easier to get
financial aid. The person who comes
from a middle income family is finally
able to get aid as well as those from
lower income families. The 1973-1974
academic year has been the introductory year for many of these

programs and there have been some
snags and red tape that have had to be
ironed out but starting with the summer
1974 session things should be running
very smoothly.
As always, all the programs will be
most effective when students in need of
assistance as well as the offices administering the programs are well
informed about the availability of
funds, the types of prograins and the
manner in which a student goes about
applying. It is also helpful for the
student to be aware of how an application is precessed and how he is
determined to be eligible for help. With
that thought in mind, some of the
programs available to students this
year and next are outlined.
In order to go to school, a certain

sworn sta tement that he has received
no assistance from parents or guardian
for the past year, has not lived with
them for more than two weeks and has
not been deducted from their income
tax for the previous year . He must also
submit copies of his income tax returns
for the previous two years.
The completed school application is
used in considering a student for aid
through the National Direct Student
Loan, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant, all scholarships and
the College Work Study Program .
The National Direct Student Loan is a
loan and must be repaid. It is a 4 per
cent simple interest bearing note that
does bot become payable until after the
student has left school either because
Continued on Page 4

amount of money is required. Some of
the money needed the student is expected to provide himself. The next
source of funds is the student's family
and they are expected to contribute a
portion of support as well. When all
other sources have been exhausted, the
student then should come to the office of
Student Financial Aid. He will receive a
school application and a financial
statement that his parents will be
required to submit or if he is independent, he will have to submit. The
financial statement establishes his
eligibility for aid. All aid awarded is
based on a need factor except for a very
few scholarships that are awarded for
out-standing academic - achievement
and require no financial need. If a
studentis independent, he must submit a
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Ichord Gives Talk To Military Dept.
Rep. Richard H. Ichord of Missouri's
8th Congressional Distri.c t spoke at
UMR's ?5th annual military dinner
Friday, Feb 8. The dinner was held at
the Manor Inn and was preceded by a
social hour and followed by dancing.
The subject of his talk was " National
Defense Perspectives, 1974: A
Congressional Viewpoint." Ichord, as a
member of the House Armed Services
Committee and chairman of the
committee's Human Relations Subcommittee is actively involved in
Congressional reviews of major issues
and legislation on national defense.
In his talk Ichord presented an attitude of general dissatisfaction with
the current posture of the nation's
defense system. He divided national
security into three components: (1)
"adequate strategic and general
purpose military forces capable of
destroying any enemy that attacks this
country," (2) "viable economy .. .which
. supports the people and supports the
need of our nation," and (3) "political
stability characteristic of a ' country in
which the people have confidence in the
decisions of their government. "
Decrying all three, he focused his
attention on the defense posture: "It is
clear today that our negotiations in

SUB
Sponsors
Festival
of
Arts

Helsinki gave away everything but the
Washington Monument, placing this
nation in a position of indisputable
military inferiority with regard to the
Soviet Union ." The SALT talks gave the
Soviet Union numerical advantages
and now they have reached of point of
technological equality . Instead of
depending upon the now conventional
nuclear weapons, the U. S. must increase weapons research and
development to maintain the present
"balance of terror." Concentrating on
technological superiority has many
inherent advantages. "The arms race
could be severly moderated restricting
the race to a qualitative one with
limited quantitative deployment'.
Al)d ... the cost of defense security could
be iessened by cutting out costly vast
deployments of weapons that become
obsolete before they come off the
production line."
Ichord ended with a call for a reevaluation of our present defense
system - a trimming of the fat. With
emphasis on quality instead of quantity , he says, "We can achieve a far
better defense for a great deal less
money and by saving money we can be
assured of having enough to meet the
important social and human needs of
this nation as well."

Members of the University of
Missouri-Rolla Student Union Board
are sponsoring a Festival of the Arts
from Feb. 18 through 23.
A special event will be held every
night at 8 p.m. in Centennial Hall of the
University Center. All programs are
open to students , faculty and the
general public. No admission will be
charged.
Monday, Feb. 18, the UMR Barid will
present a concert with guest pianist,
Richard Morris . An accomplished
soloist, Morris heads the piano faculty
at the UniverSity of Missouri-Columbia .
UMR's Theatre Guild will present a
dramatic reading , " Animal Farm," on
Tuesday, Feb. 19. This is an adaptation
of George Orwell's satire on the threat
of totalitarianism .
Wednesday's concert , Feb . 20,
features electronic music performed on

Congressman Richard Ichord
a synthesizer. The artist is Dr. W.
Thomas
McKenney ,
associate
professor of theory and composition at
UMC.
A variety of music from Renaissance
to com temporary will be presented
Thursday, Feb. 21, by the University
Choir and the Brass Choir. The two
groups will highlight "Set of Three," a
contemporary work by Cecil Effinger.
A choral group from Southwest
Baptist College at Bolivar will provide
the program Friday, Feb. 22. The group
is called Contempos and is directed by
Dr. Duncan Couch.
Festival vistors should allow
themselves time enough to browse
through all three of the art exhibits on
display in the University Center during
the week.
UMR students and junior and senior
high students from 60 schools in south-

central Missouri have beE,n invited to
submit their work for display at this
time. These pieces will be judged
Monday and prizes will be awarded in
each of the three categories at the
Friday night concert.
Climax of the festival will be activities beginning at 9 a.m. Saturday,
Feb. 23. Craftsmen from the area have
been invited to bring displays of their
art and demonstrate their crafts in the
University Center-East until 5 p.m.
Several participants in Rolla's Farmer's Market will be among the group.
Final event of the UMR Festival of
the Arts is a country-western jamboree
Saturday night. Artists are members of
the " Current River Opry."
Remember, all events are held in
UMR's University Center. They are all
open to the public and there is no
charge.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

. ~ IBulietin Board I
BLUE KEY NEWS

Feb. 17

Movie-Cheyenne Social Club

4 & 6:30

Feb. 18-23
FINE ARTS FESTIVAL
Feb. 18-UMR Band with Richard Morris, guest
artist
8:00
Feb. 19 Play-Animal Farm
Feb. 20
Tentative-Moog
Feb.21
Choral Night J. Kramme
Feb. 22
Contempos
Feb. 23
Current River Opry
Feb. 20

Folk Dancing

CH

8:00

CH
CH
8:00 CH
8:00 CH
8:00 CH
St . Pat's
Room
8:00

In The Movies

This week's S.U.B. movie will
be THE CHEYENNE SOCIAL
CLUB. This film, which stars
Jimmy Stewart and Henry
Fonda , is about a God-fearing
cowboy (Stewart) who inherits
a bordello, and he and his
sidekick (Fonda ) head for
Cheyenne to take over
management, with Stewart in
steadfast resolve to turn it into a
respectable boarding house.
The "ladies" of the club, the
townsfolk, and sidekick Fonda
think differently , however, and
the complications which ensue
make for plenty of adventure
and plenty of laughs in this
good-humored western comedy.

Theta Tau Pledges

CH

The team of Fonda and
Stewart is especially good in
this flick. " ... It's not hard to like
the natural comaraderie that
these seasoned easy riders
show,
whether
they're
drunkinIy croaking out a song
or bickering like some longmarried
couple,"
says
NEWSWEEK.
Of . the movie itself, the
MONTHLY FILM BULLETIN
said "Plush, professional,
genial, gentle entertainment."
Don't miss THE CHEYENNE
SOCIAL CLUB, showing this
Sunday, Feb. 17, in Centennial
Hall. Showtimes are at four and
six-thirty p.m .

The Missouri Miner

Blue Key has chosen it's officers for the spring semester.
Those elected are: Tim Holcer,
pres.; Mike Hurst, v. p.; John
Cummings,
sec.;
Denny
Hayden, treas.; Jeff Carter,
editor; Joe Cappa, alumni sec.
Last semester, eleven men
were initiated into Blue Key:
Steve Brown, Joe Cappa, Jeff
Carter , Chuck Flaminio , Denny
Hayden, Dave Rinas , Tom
Rossi , Dave Roth, Tony Seris,
Jim Watts and Bill Zaner.
Applications are now being
accepted for the spring
semester. Men and women may
apply by picking up their applications at the University
Center candy counter. Deadline
for applications is Feb. 18.
P .R.·sSetGoalfor 1974
Pershing Rifles Company K-7
is preparing for what promises
to be a very active semester.
This semester we will enter
competition twice, attending
the University of Illinois drill
meet and Regimental Assembly
at the University of Arkansas.
Another
Field
Training
Exercise is also planned. Last
year our unit was named the
Most Improved Company in the
7th Regiment, the Nation's Best
Regiment. This year our goal is
to win Best Company. Anyone
interested in Pershing Rifles
should drop by the Pershing
Rifles office in the Land Survey
Building between 4:30 p.m. to 6
p.m. , Monday through Thursday, or call John Rosenfeld at
341-2334.
TONIGHT
The St. Pat's Benefit
Movie, "Straw Dogs",
will be showing at the
Ritz. Go enjoy yourself
tonight so you can enjoy
yourself again St. Pat's.
Showings are at 6:30
and 9 : 15.
Notice
Anyone
who
calls
themselves a sanitary
engineering student see
Dr .
Sotirios
Grigoropoulos. He has
several scholarships
that he would like to
give away.

Theta Tau professional
engineering fraternity is proud
to announce the selections of
their spring 74 pledge class. The
new members are Mike
McCarthy, Bob Pleischman,
Gary Schucardt, Tom Meyer,
Mike Griffin , Brad Scott. Rick
Petri , Bud Scheer, Joe Adrian ,
Elmer Doty, Jeff Carter, Craig
"Sark" Korkorian , "Bad" Bob
Becherer, Bill Morley, Vernom
Boehme, Ray Winkelmann , Bob
Kissack, Bob Hilton , Rich
"Campus" Dolan, and Dale
Walling.
The new pledges will have
their work cut out for them with
the Ugly Man contest in full
swi ng . Theta Tau is also 'miTiii;i;TIITiii;;i;i;i-==~~ti'fffiiiiiiiii'ii'
sponsoring an Engineering
Week Feb. 17-23, and a Casino
Night during the week of St.
Pat's for the Terence Harbaugh
Foundation, proceeds will go
towards a kidney machine.

AIAA MEETING
The AIAA will have a
meeting next Tuesday,
February 19 at 7 p.m. in
room 104 of the ME
Building .
Speaker
George B. Cooner from
General Electric will
present the progra m:
General Electric - Its
Aerospace Products and
Career
Opportuniites
for
Aerospace
Engineers. All A. E.'s
are u rgd to attend.
Refreshments
will
follow and new members
are
always
welcome.

Notice
All Missouri residents
who
will
be
undergradu;:ltes next year
should go by the Office
of ' Financial Aid (106
Parker) and pick up the
application for the
Missouri Grant. It is an
easy way to get $274 for
next
year.
Almost
anyone can qualify.

The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
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CRAFTS-HOBBlES-ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
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~

605 PINE STREET
PHONE 364-5581
ROLLA,MISSOURI 65401

-SAVE UP TO 50

0-

Better than SA E discount

Auto Parts & Ace. Speed Equip.

HOOK, AUTO SUPPLY
Ch ristopher Jewelers
805 Pine Street

****

Catering to UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler

RANCD, INC.
S07 ROLLA STREET
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
PHONE 36 4·4332 -

36 4 - 4722

Magnavox Speakers· 10" Woofer and
I -1000HZ Exponential Horn
$149.95 For 1 Pair

FRI&SAT .
ADULT LATE SHOW! .
OPEN 11 : 00
LATE SHOW 11 :30 P .M .
X RATED
MUST BE 18
" THESE PLEASURES
ARE CONDEMNED "

"These
Pleasures Are
Condemned"
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Student Art Contest
interested in Art? Do you
have any of your old art works
hid away under your bed? Well,
dig them out! The Student
Union Board is sponsonn~ an
art contest, open to all Miners .
Types of art which are included
are: paintings, pastels, charcoals, sketchings, and scuptures. The deadiiOle for the
contest entries is Friday , the
fifteenth. There will be three
awards given to first , second,
and third place winners.

There will be a contest held
Also , if you are interested in
also for the high school and crafts, the Student Union Board
junior high students in south- is sponsoring a craft day
central Missouri, and prizes will February the 23, from 8 a .m. to
also be awarded to the top 5 p.m. in the Miners lounge.
three.
:Sculpters ,
ceramics ,
If your a talented Miner and needlework, quilting , leather
have some art you are proud to work and many other crafts will
exhibit, send a card to Tom be exhibited.
Miesner, Fine Arts Director,
Remember it is all part of the
University of Missouri-Rolla,
Rolla Missouri , or stop by the Fine Arts Festival presented
candy counter and ask for entry here at UMR from February 18
to 23.
blanks.

/

Miner News
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Miner of the Month

I'
I

I

I

At its recent meeting, Blue
Key National Honor Fraternity
selected its awardees for the
Miner of the Month Award. The
award was made for outstanding achievements during
the months of December and
January. There were many
good nominees this time, and
Blue Key finally narrowed the
field to three. The award
winners are: Tommy Noel,
nominated by the UMR Student
Council, Steve Ganz, nominated
by Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Bill
Morley, nominated by the IFC.
Tommy Noel was noted for
his performance against Southwest Missouri State, as his two
clutch free throws at the end

won the game. More importantly, it was dur i ng this
game that Tommy passed the
lOOO point mark in his UMR
career.
Steve Ganz, as captain of the
varsity wrestling team, posted
a 12-0-1 record for December
and January. He tied the record
for most consecutive wins with
8. Steve ' also became the first
UMR wrestler to win his class
(190 lb.l in all Missouri tournaments.
Bill Morley parned a share of
this month's award with his
efforts toward establishing the
UMR Coop Buying Service.
Until this past semester, the
idea of starting a cooperative

food buying service, to which
the fraternities and eating clubs
could belong, hadn't gotten off
the ground. Bill provided the
enthusiasm and work to make
the Coop Buying Service a
reality. Bill contacted the
organization stewards to
determine areas of mutual
buying. He then worked closely
with lawyers in drafting a
charter for the corporation. As
a result of his efforts, the Coop
Buying Service should el1able
substantial savings in food costs
to the individual members.
Blue Key congratulates these
individuals and encourages all
organizations
to
submit
nominees every month.

Fair Dinkum, a Chicago folk duo, will appear at the
Cellar Door, Valentine's Party weekend, February 15
& 16. Local talent will also be featured.

Fair Dinkum Entertains
Fair Dinkum headlines the
next Cellar Door Coffeehouse.
Coming Friday and Saturday
nights of Valentines Party
Weekend (February 15 and 16),
the folk duo will treat the coffeehouse crowd to their musical
fair of c_ontemporary and
traditional music. These
Chicago singers got together
several years ago under the
name "Jean and John" and
have toured the midwest
singing for various coffeehouses
and other audiences.
Scheduled to appear with

Fair Dinkum are other local
acts with a variety of vocal and
instrumental music. The doors
will open at 9 p.m. and close at
12 :30, with snacks and refreshments served all evening.
The Cellar Door is located at
lOth and Main Streets in Rolla.
It is sponsored by the campus
ministries of the Catholic ,
Episcopal , Methodist and
Presbyterian Churches. A fiftycent donation at the door helps
to cover the cost of entertainment and refreshments.

St. Pat's News

TOMMY NOEL

I

STEVEGANZ

Chancelor's Fellowships

A total of 25 Chancellor's
Fellowships, $1,000 awards for
exceptional
ability ,
are
available to beginning graduate
students at the University of
Missouri-Rolla, Dean Robert H.
McFarland of UMR's Graduate
School has announced.
Students who will begin work
toward doctor 's degrees in
engineering or science during
1974 (including those who
started UMR during the spring
semester ) are eligible. These
ta x-free fellowships are independent of other forms of
graduate student appointment,
Dr. McFarland said, and may
be awarded in additon to other
fellowships assistantships.
Interested students should
apply by Feb. 20 to the chair-

BILL MORLEY

Faculty
I Evaluations

man of the department in which
he plans to do his graduate
work . Applications should include transcripts, grade point
averages , graduate record
examination scores and rank in
graduating baccalaureate class
(if available), two letters of
recommendatIOn and a letter of
application indicating present
statues and intent of completion
of the Ph. D. at UMR. Successful reCipients will be
notified by March 1.
Dr. McFarland said that this
is the second year these
Chancellor 's Fellowship have
been offered. Awards for the
current year were given to 22
s tudents In mne dIfferent
departments. All had undergraduate grade point
averages of 3.7 or above.

The Student Council is again
planning an evaluation of the
faculty. They would like for the
evaluation forms to be filled out
during the week of Feb. 25March I, if at all possible. The
procedure will be much the
same as in the past, but there
are some changes.
Each instructor will receive a
copy of the evaluation results of
his sections. The chairman of
the department in which that
class is being taught will also
receive a copy of the evaluation
results. Plans are being made
so that each member of the
Student Council may receive a
copy for use by his constituents.
Copies will also be placed in the
library, the information desk in
the University Center and in the
Student Council office.

With St. Patrick's Day fast
approaching all good Miners
should be preparing for the
annual beard contest. Participation is open to all students
of UMR. Only a few stipulations
have been placed on the contest.
First of all the participant must
be able to support himself for
the duration of the judging (all
fours being acceptable ), also ,
St. Pat has declared that beards
inha bited by any form of
wildlife shall be declared
unacceptable and disqualified
from the competition. There
shall be three categories for the
beards: full beard, goatee, and
nov el ty. Trophies will be
awarded for the winner of each
category. Decisions are final ,
no protests will be accepted. All
beards become the property of
st. Pat. So start growing your
beard now.
Also all organizations should
begin working on their large
cudgel for competition on
Friday, March 15. The men of
Sigma Tau Gamma will be
defending their crown against
the annually strong Phi Kappa
Theta and Pi Kappa Alpha .
Other organizations are expected to give the favorites a
run for their money.
Other St. Pat's news is that
Campus Sales for sweatshirts ,
gart er s and buttons begin

Thursday , Feb . 14 in th e
University Center. So start
getting
your
St.
Pat 's
paraphernalia.
' One final bit of St. Pat's news
is that the Benefit Movie is
being shown at the Ritz Theatre
tonight at 6:30 and 9:15. The
movie is Straw Dogs and you
can obtain tickets at the door for
$.75.

Missouri Miner

New Offices
The new office is in T-l
(the building west of
Harris Hall) . We will
have office hours from
1: 30-3: 30 Monday thru
Friday . All individuals
and orga nizations interested in turning in
articles to be printed,
should turn them in a
fews days in advance to
a staff member or one of
our mail boxes in the
Student Union or T-1.
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Tau Beta Pi Smoker
Tau Beta Pi, the national
engineering honor society, had
its smoker for the spring
semester last evening. A good
turnout was in attendance to
find out what is necessary to
do to become a part of this wellknown honorary . The membership committee put in many
hours in determining who was
eligible to join this semester
and sent invitations to these
individuals. It was rather difficult to get all the graduate
students, however , and even
some undergraduates may have
been missed. In order to make
the qualifications known to all
who may be interested, the
following are the criteria used

in determining the cutoffs :
All engineering students (or
those of other curricula with at
least 12 ·hours of engineering
courses) are open to membership. For a junior (60-89
hours of credit), one must have
a 3.5 average or above. Anyone
having more than 89 hours and
having a cumulative average
above 3.2 is eligible. For
graduate students , if one is
doing satisfactory work in
graduate school, he is eligible.
If you think that you meet the
above qualifications and have
not been contacted this
semester, please call Leonard
Laskowski at 364-8810 or Dr.
Ron Fannin at 341-4511.
Secret~ry

POW Speaks Before AFROTC
On Jan. 24th, the Air Force March 12, 1967. After almost six
ROTC Detachment held its years of captivity he was finally
second Dinnings-In with 54 released on February 12, 1973.
cadets and officers in atThe main body of Major
tendance.
The guest speaker was Major Clark's talk dealt with the
James W. Clark, who was a importance of communication
Prisoner of War during the among the American prisoners.
Vietnam Conflict. Major Clark, The North Vietnamese would
a thirty three year old native of isolate each American and try
Columbia, Mo. holds a Bachelor to create an impression that he
of Science degree in Mechanical was the only American around.
Engineering
from
the The isolation lead to weakness
University of Missouri. He is among the prisoners and
currently pursuing his masters communicatiori was essential to
degree
in
Business keep' the moral of the prisoners
up . Most of the communication
Administration at UMC .
Major Clark was assigned to was carried on by the tapping of
the 11th Tactical Recon- different codes on the cell walls.
naissance Squadron in Thailand Major Clark ended his inwhen listed as missing in action. teresting talk by answering
His capture was confirmed on . questions from the cadets.

1geeach
Bradford &

_ Camera Artists
--_-_-_F;.;i.;.t.;;zs.;.i;..m_m_o_D_s..:
120 West 8th St.
364-1588

~i~;\~1~~~fI~~~~~~~~tIt}~~~8~~~~~~~~.,

Engineering Week
Engineering Week will take
place next week Feb. 17 - 25.
Theta
Tau
professional
engineering fraternity, is
presenting two lectures during
this week on the topic
" Engineering , Our Greatest
Energy ~esource. " Dr. Bill
Atchley, Dean of Engineering
here at UMR will speak Wed.,
Feb. 20 at 7 p.m. in the ME
Auditorium. Dr. Atchley
received his B.S., and M.S.,
here at UMR in Civil
Engineering. He received his
Ph.D., from 'texas A&M
University in 1965. Presently
Dean Atchley is chairman of the
Missouri Energy Council, he

also serves on the President's
Energy Council. Dean Atchley
is a member of the National
governor 's council on science
and technology.
The second speaker will be
determined later, and the
second lecture will t~ke place
Thurs., Feb. 21, at 7 p.m. in the
CE Auditorium.
Both speakers will give a
short talk on their personal
views for the reasons we have
an energy crisis. There will be
a question and answer perio'"d
following each lecture. Buttons
and posters will be available
starting Wed., Feb. 13 in the
University Center.

NOTICE
Are you interested in a
canoe race? If you are.
a golden opportunity
lies ahead for you_ A
canoe race is being
planned for later this
semster for both males
and females, The race
will take place down the
Gasconade River. with
the race being 16 miles
for maleS and 6 miles
for females, The race is
for 2-man canoes only,
A $2 or $3 entry fee wi II
be required, and the
contestants must supply
their own canoe, If you
"are interested in getting
into this contest. drop a
line to Mark Bruno at
503 East 6th Street, Apt.
No. 3.

SUMMER JOBS

Kodacolor
Reprints

1_

of ~tate James Kirkpatrick (right) was recently presented with a St,
Pat's lacket In an expression of appreciation for his continued interest in St,
Patrick's Day activities. Pictured are St, Pat's Board Advisor Doctor Virgil
Flanagan. St. Pat's Board President Roger Van Deven and Secretary of State '
Kirkpatrick .

Guys & Gals needed for summer
e~ployment at National Parks ,
Private Camps , Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation .
Ove r 50,000 st~dents aided each
'1ear. For FREE information on
s't udent assistance program send.
setf-addressed STAMPEO envelope to Opportunity ResearCh ,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive
Kalispell, MT 59901 .
'
.... YOU MUST APPLY EARLY ..
1><1$ SlUD£tH ASSISTANCE PFIOGRAM HAS BEEN
liE VIEWED BY THE FEDERAL TA .o. OE CO MMI SSIO N

_ _ __

THIS WEEKS

SPECIAL
BUSCH QUARTS
it: HAMM'S REGULAR 12 oz.
ttBUSCH THROW-AWAYS 12 oz.
COLT 45 8 oz. 77t
NO LIMIT-HOT OR COLD

WH ILE THEY LAST

509

PARKING IN THE REAR

Continued from Page 1
he has graduated or beworking but the salary they contact a private lender; a
cauSe he has withdrawn. The earn is theirs to use to help put family bank, credit union or
maximum an undergraduate themselves through ' college other financial institution; to
student may borrow is $5000 and and it does not have to be paid make sure that funds are
$10,000 (cumulative total for back. The m~ximum amount of available and that that parundergraduate and graduate money a student may earn ticular bank is processing
school) for a graduate student. during one academic year is FISLs. A student may apply for
a loan under this program
The actual amount a student is ,based on his need.
One of the most successful either employing federal inawarded form year to year
depends on his established new programs is the Missouri terest benefits or without
Grant. This grant may be ap- federal interest subsidy. Under
need.
plied for by any resident of the this program as ' with the
Ma tching funds are necessary State of Missouri. The National Direct Student Loan
the
Supplemental maximum award for a student program, the loan does not
for
Educational Opportunity Grant. attending UMR under present become payable until after
The National Direct Student legislation is $274. Applications ' graduation . If the student
Loan and other types of aid are for this grant. are available in qualifies for Federal Interest
used for this purpose. As the the office of Student Financial Benefits , the interest on the loan
name indicates, this award is a Aid. Consideration for the 73-74 . will be paid while the student is
gift and does not have to be year has been completed but in school. A student's eligibility
repaid . All students who apply application may be made for for interest I;>enefits is once
for school aid are automatically next year as soon as students again based on a need factor.
considered for this program. have actual 1973 income tax This program is varied in its
In order to qualify for figures .
rules and regulations. Details
Another new program this about it are available in the
scholarships, the applicant
must have a cumulative grade year is the Basic Educational office of Student Financial Aid
point of 3.0 or higher. Each Opportunity Grant Program as well as forms needed for
scholarship has it's own ad- <BEOG). This year the BEOG application.
ditional eligibility was available only to first time
Financial aid packages are
requirements but each student, freshman students after July 31, custom made for each inonce again, is automatically 1973. This is a new federal dividual who applies . Students
considered for available program and at this writing are encouraged to visit the
scholarships. More details Congress is still negotiating the office if they ha ve any questions
concerning each individual . details. Hopefully , funds will be about any available programs.
scholarship are available in the a vailable for second year The money awarded to any
Student Financial Aid booklet. students as well as freshmen for student may be used in any way
Many students apply for and the 74-75 year. Applications for by him as long as it applies to
receive work under the College this program should be his educational expenses. There
are also many smaller. loan
Work Study Program . This available March 1.
Federally Insured Student programs available as well as
program, too, is based on need
and students are assigned to Loans (FISL ) have in the past other financial aid programs.
tremendous Only the largest have been
a
different on and off campus enjoyed
offices according to his skills, popularity and we antiCipate an covered here, and these not in
interests and the indivdual even wider use of this program great detail. For further inoffice's needs. A time limit of 10 in years to come. Students who formation ' contact the office of
hours per week while school is wish to apply for assistance Student Financial Aid, t06
in session is placed on students under this program must first Parker Hall, 341-4282.
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Integral Verse
IF I WERE A P.O.W.

Our Man Hoppe
Sacred Soil, $ J2 a Ton
Today marks the first anni ve rsary of our a chieving
Peace with Honor in Vietnam .
since,
we
have
E ver
scrupulously shared the fruits
of our triumph with our Vietnamese allies : we got the peace
and they got the honor of
fighting on alone.
Having spent ten years , $100
billion and 50,000 American
lives defending the sacred soil
of South Vietnam , it was
somewhat surprising that we
failed to leap into last week 's
war between Saigon and China
over the Paracel Islands in the
South China Sea.
"We have no interest in the
islands ," was all a State
Department spokesman would
say before crawling back under
his desk, "or in· defending
anybody's particular claim to

out, "That there sacred soil
ain 't only sacred, it's worth
better 'n $12 a ton ."
Moreover , the Senator said ,
he 'd seen a picture of the
Parace ls in the National
Geographic. " li'n there's orie
thing I can tell right off, it's a
bastion of democracy," he said.
"And there must be a dozen or
more of them bastions out
there."
Nor was there any doubt The
Domino Theory applied. "Why,
the name of the biggest of them
islands is 'Robert'," he said.
"And let me tell you here and
now , as Robert goes, so goes
every Tom, Dick and Harry.
U'n we don't stop 'em on
Robert, we'll be fighting 'em on
the shores of Pismo Beach.
Remember Munich!"
Senator Flagg called on every
them ."
American to "honor our sacred
Is this any way for the world's commitments" to the Audubon
mightiest nation to talk? Thank Society . "All we ask is freedom
God there still breathe patriOts of choice for our fine feathered
friends over there," he said
like Senator Waverly Flagg.
In a stirring address to a simply, "a chance to live in
throng of 'J:l fellow patriots, peace on their own beloved
.
Senator Flagg demanded we soil."
immediately send half a million
Military, he said, he could
troops to the Paracels "to show already see the light a t the end
them bloody aggressors they of the bird droopings . " U'n we
can't trample all over that there hit them there enemies with
everything we got ," he
sacred soil.·"
solemnly pledged, "we'll have
True, the Paracels are a our boys out of the guano by
chain of barren, uninhabited Christmas.
rocks covered with bird
"But the main thing here," he
droppings , which visiting en- thundered , " is that we're
trepreneurs occasionally scoop getting another God-given
up to sell as fertilizer.
chance. This time us and our
But as Senator Flagg pointed loyal allies will at last win true

Peace with Honor in Southeast
Asia!"

Whil e th e crowd wildl y
chanted , "The Parcels Are for
the Birds !" , the reaction of
Washington officials could only
described a s queasy. " Not
again ," said one, biting his
fingernails .
A reporter , who cornered the
Senator later at the bar, asked
how he hoped to achieve Peace
with Honor this time , conSidering our previous experience in Vietnam.
"Why, if'n there's one thing
Vietnam taught us, son," the
Senator said, "it's that you
can't get Peace with Honor 'less
you pick an enemy you can
lick."
But if we and our South
Vietnamese allies couldn't lick
tiny North Vietnam, how could
we lick China?
"Lick China! " cried the
Senator, aghast. "What I'm
saying, son, is that this time, us
and our new Chin&ese allies
could lick them South Vietnamese in a week."

WANTED
Witty, artistic person
with a good sense of
humor to create cartoons for the Missouri
Miner . Interested?
Contact Dan Osbourne
364-9885 (9792).

If r were a P. o. w.,
r could not understand

why so much praise and glory
would be given to a single man.
For indeed there are many others
who do deserve it more,
they were more successful
in this silly game of war.
They carry their proof of battle
in a missing leg or arm ,
but some might call me coward,
for surrendering without harm.
Others were even braver,
their wounds will never mend;
did r not have it easy,
simply waiting for the end?
I am not a hero,
I suffered no more or less,

than those of you who fought and died,
or even those we left.
For real heroes are not those
who 's deeds prolonged the war.
The ones who fought to end it
are the ones to be thankful for .
Then who was the real hero,
if any do exist,
was it he who fought so bravely,
or he brave enough to resist?
CO-ED '73
Oh tiger. you sleep
By day. but hunt out men at night.
How the widows weep.
Do you hear their loud wailing?
Do you sympathize with them?
Pale-blue bowl of clouds,
Are stars contained within you
As they twinkle bright?
Or do they corne to you from
A hiding place ev'ry night ?
Rain. pouring down so
Quietly at the sunset,
Hush
my child is dead.
Inspired? Mail or deliver personally to :
J. Greusel

Rm.34
Rollamo Inn
1204 Pine
Rolla. Mo. 65401
Phone: 364-9979

make
Yaur
markl

DUNHAM

'·W"FFtE-S1oMPERS'·
It's the sport boot of Dunham Continental
Tyroleans<! Suede uppers, with full
cushioned leather lining and insole. Speed lacing.
Distinctive Vibram lug sole.
Mark one up for comfort!

Kenmark Sporting Goods
904 Pine

DELICIOUS MEXICAN fOOD
~~ lPe~~?l>}A

Dining Room-Orders to Go-Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S.·Rolla, Mo.-364-1971-Closed Monday

,,
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Our Prisons-Our Problem
by Bruce Schaller
The condition of Missouri
prisons has been under considerable scrutiny by the public
and by public officials in recent
months. From the evidence
released so far , the prison
situation in this state is
unquestionably lacking in the
modernization that has swept
through other states . Prison
reform in the form of prisoner
education and rehabilitation
has turned other state prisons
from cages and keys to institutions of efficient prisoner
rehabilitation. The Missouri
prison system has been
progressing slowly along the
paths of other states; however
there are too few men pushing
this , type of reform, and
progress has been slow .
One of the methods of
prisoner rehabilitation is what
is referred to as "community
based trea tment centers." One
such treatment center is the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
Seven state prisoners are
participating in a program
initiated two years ago at UMR.
They live and work as students
with a few restrictions, such as
curfew. This program is a giant
step for state prison reform, but
it's only one step. A maximum
of ten prisoners can participate
in the project at Rolla. And with
the exception of junior college
programs based in Jefferson
City, Rolla is the only community-based treatment center.
What about the many prisoners
that are confined to the state
penitentiary for so many years?
What have they got to live with?

In the words of one prisoner
student at Rolla, "Missouri
prisons are definitely pretty bad
as far as reform and
rehabilitation ." He stated that
there are basically two types of
prisons: a lock-up prison, and a
treatment or reform prison .
Missouri seems to be a lock-up
prison that is moving slowly
toward reform . The man behind
the reform and the communitybased treatment centers is Mr.
George Camp , Director of
Correction . It has been through
his efforts and the efforts of
men like him that the Missouri
penal system has progressed as
far as it has.
Just what are the problems
with Missouri prisons? From
talking to the prisoner students,
it seems that the basic problem
inside the prison is an underpaid staff of guards and
other personnel. The guards
seem to be the bottom of the
scale workers, such as eighth
grade drop-outs and retired
service men who still want to
feel like authority. Because of
this, there is a great communication gap between guards
and inmates.
Another problem that leads to
the hopelessness of a prison
term is the parole board. The
parole system is beginning to
change, but it has a long way to
go. The parole board meets
once every five years to decide
whether or not a prisoner is
ready to be paroled. This board
gets all its information about
each prisoner from a case
worker, and since there is only

one case worker for every five
hundred inmates, it is a very
impersonal affair. If a prisoner
is denied parole, no reason is
given and he must wait another
five years. A parole review
meets once a year to talk with
inmates, but a chance of parole
is very slim.
It is clear that changes have
to be made in the penal structure for the State of Missouri.
Following are the changes that
the prisoners themselves would
most like to see:
1. The crea tion of more
community based treatment
centers such as the one at Rolla .
2. Raise in the pay scale of
prison workers.
3. Give inmates a voice in the
program that are set up for
them.
4. Awareness on the part of
citizens that prisoners are a
social problem, a problem they
can't keep running away from.

7. A seminar between guards
and selected inmates once a
week.
As has been stated before, our
prisons are definitely hurting.
But as long as men with the
ability and vision to bring about
a change are working · on the
problem, the situation is not
hopeless.
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her e M onday

Valentines

Day
or
At The Ball

ake Her Happy
Corsages from

Need
Experienced
Help on Your Taxes
Contact:
Mike Ragan
(364-81 89 ) or
Rick Scaiefe
(341 -311 8 )
References
Available
Specia I for Students

: TI SR 10 Calculators!
00

$90

be

6. The segregation of
prisoners
according
to
seriousness of their offenses.

All students graduating in May please see John
Faucett, 103 Parker Hall, as soon as it is convenient.

i

will

5. The recognition of those in
higher education as to their
value in corrections (think
about it)

~

Notice

Pia nist Richard M or r is
Night.

Nosegays from

$3°0
$5°0

: Campus Book Store ·: ~----------------------,
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See Us For Your Reservations

RUSTIC MOTEL
ELEClR~C~~T UN 1lFR

HWY . 63 SOUTH
ROLLA , MISSOUR I

CONDITIONING
MARVIN L. JONES
MANAGER

ER CORRAL
K HOUSE

ILED STEA
\

$1 88

364-6979

I
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GRELLNER . 1
I
SALES & SERVICE II
INC.
II
Robert H. Edwards, Mgr.
I
I
I
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I
I Ph. St.
I
I
I
I
I
\

James· 265·8829

RR 4, Box )53

Rolla, Mo. 65401
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I
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Choosing A Chancellor-73

KMNR Reports
Aux. Ent.

by Dale Brzuchalski
Proven
a dmini stration
abilitv . national recognition,
. distinguished academic
background, leadership
qualities .. .. These are a few of
the many qualities which the
Chancellor
Search
and
Screening Committee at UMR
will be looking for in their quest
of a capable man to fill the
office of Chancellor of the
University of Missouri at Rolla .
This story began in October of
1973, when Dr. Merl Baker, then
Cha ncellor at UMR, resigned
from the office to work as a
special assistant to the
University President, C. Brice
Ratchford. Soon afterward
President Ratchford initiated
the process of finding a new
Chancellor for UMR.
The first step of this process
was the selection of an
" Chancellor
Search · and
Screening Committee."
According to Dr . A. Glen
Haddock, committee chairman,
each school and college here at
the University nominated two
faculty members, whose names

RON'S SINCLAIR
63 N. &1-44
Rolla, Mo.
CALL 364-5169
STUDENT GAS
DISCOUNT
IF YOU NEED A CAR

DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES
9th & Elm Rolla, Mo.
GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS

were sent to President Ratchford . President Ratchford
then chose from this list, five
faculty members which include
Dean of Engineering, J . Stuart
Johnson; Business officer, Mr .
Joseph D. Wollard; Professor
Charles A. Sorrell, Ceramics ;
Professor James H. Tracey,
Electrical Engineering ; and
Professor A. Glen Haddock,
Mathematics.
In addition to these faculty
mem bers, two students were
appointed to the committee, Mr.
Larry York, undergraduate;
and Mr . Henry Berek, graduate
student. These two men were
also chosen by President Ratchford from a list of four submitted to him by the UMR
Student Council.
Another member of the
com mittee is Dr. A. G.
Unklesbay, vice-president for
academic affairs, University
wide. Dr . Unkles bay has served
on the chancellor search and
screening committees for the
three other University campuses, and now here at UMR.
Since its formation, the
Chancellor
Search
and
Screening Committee has
formulated a "Criteria for
Selection of a Chancellor."
administrative
" Proven
ability is a prime criterion, " is
their first point forwarded by
the
Committee .
"Administrative experience
should be at the level of an
academic dean , research
director , department chairmwn, or at the equivalent industrial administrative level.
"Administrative
characteristics should include the ability
to delegate authority and
responsibility, the ability to
select and evaluate competent
subordinates .. .."
"the realization that administration is a service to
students and faculty is essential. "

" National recognition as a
person of stature beyond the
im mediate organization ," is
another of the desired traits by
the committee, as well as , "a
distinguished academic
background, " including, " An
awareness of the relationships
between research and teaching ,
with evidence of effective integration of the two .... "
" Leadership qualities, appropriate to one who will
present UMR in many diverse
situations, are particularly
important. "
These are a few of the many
qualifications which the UMR
Search
and
Chan cellor
Screening Committee are
looking for among the over 200
present nominees and applicants for the office.
According to Dr. Haddock the
committee is in the process now
of selecting four to ten names
which will be submitted for
consideration to President
Ratchford.
Dr . Haddock also commented
that the process includes
"screening of resumes: and
contacting people across the
country who can provide information concerning the
specific applicant."
Dr. Haddock was optimistic
stating, "We hope to have a new
Chancellor here at UMR for the
1974 fall semester."
When the new Chancellor
does take office, he will be faced
with numerous problems, including
rising
prices,
decreasing enrollment, and
record high expenditures. Other
problems that Acting Chancellor Dudley Thompson sees
include lack of credibility and
poor internal communications.
Undoubtedly,
the
new
Chancellor will have to find
answers to' these and any other
problems which arise, or the
process may have to begin once
again.

Auxiliary Enterprises has
been a focus of attention on this
campus for many years. The
opinion of the majority of the
students at UMR has it that this
corporation has lied, cheated,
stolen, and swindled money
from the students and the
University for some time. Mr.
Zinc and Mr. Musick have even
stooped to the point of trying to
prohibit the Red Cross from
handing out free sandwiches and
soda to donors at blood drives.
They thought that the Red Cross
should buy the sandwiches from
Auxiliary Enterprises. Action
such as this by a private corporation on a state university
campus is uncalled for.
A few people have tried to do
something about it, but it is
virtually impOSSible. A detailed
report of the operations of

Our Company, er ... I
isn't doing so well.

Auxiliary Enterprises would
require a considerable amount
of research, and those who have
tried have come away with no
more than a few meager facts.
Mr. Zinc and Mr. Musick not
only refuse to be interviewed
themselves , but they strongly
discourage their employees
from saying anything about
Auxiliary Enterprises. In short,
Auxiliary Enterprises is a
mystery.
But it will not remain that
way for long. After a year of
research , radio station KMNR
has complied a report on
Auxiliary Enterprises . The
show will be aired Thursday
evening at 7 p.m . and will include former employees of
Auxiliary Enterprises. That's
Thursday evening at 7 p .m . on
KMNR ; a report on Auxiliary
Enterprises.

mean,

the

University
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Industries. Among those companies for whom we
have designed and constructed complete process
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on our enviroment. Our
engineers take pride in their contributionstha~'s why Rust has consistently been among the
nation's top ten design firms . Through
Wheela~rat?r-Frye, our parent company, Rust
IS contributing to solutions--design of high efficien~y indu~trial processes, low energy consumptlOn environmental control, and refuse-toenergy systems.
If you have been active in a wide variety of
stud~nt ~ffairs while maintaining high academic
s an ar s,ofwe
are interested.
Rust plants
offers and
the
challenge
designing
new industrial
expansions. Engineering graduates begin a
career in our design sections and may continue
there or venture into project and staff
engineering.
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Things fo CO.m e
The year is 2525 and the man
sitting in front of me is Dr. J . J .
Goopda, chancellor of the
University of Missouri at Rolla.
The sudden rise of the
university from near obscurity
to the successful institution it
now is has attracted much
public admiration. It is my job
to find out how Dr . Goopda
accomplished this feat.
"Doctor Goopda , I share the
approval of the rest of the free
world in your feat. Could you
elaborate on what you did to
bring fame and future to a near
defunct institution of higher
education?"
.
"Elementary my friend! I
would be tickled to explain the
actions I took.
"My first task upon assuming
my office was to solve the
problems of the dormitories and
the university center . I did this

jointly by raising dorm costs (in
order to drive the little devils
out ), and then to convert the
university center into a sort of
commune. Pool tables make
excellent Qunks, you know ; and
the cafeterias needed a few
more customers anyway. I then
rented the dorms to some
friends of mine in St. Robert
who were having a few business
problems there. I'm not sure
just what they are using the old
dorm buildings for, but it must
be for some type of student
entertainment judging from the
large amount of traffic to and
from the buildings.
"These moves were all that
was needed to bring financial
stability to our campus and
increase interest in the
university. I'm sure that you
agree with me, no?"
"Ub, yes doctor, your success

here is most apparent. You are
to be commended. "
" No need to thank me, after
all , American ingenuity and a
sincere heart can accomplish
wonders. Ub, you can quote me
on that.
With that I left the good
doctor. As I walked past the
marching students and the
booming dormitories, I couldn't
help but wonder what UMR
would be like if Dr. Goopda
hadn't happened along when he
did. I shuddered and perished
the thought.
NOTICE
There will be an In tercollegiate
Knight's
page meeting Thursday,
Feb. 14, in the Meramec
Room. It will start at
6: 30. Be there.

•

•

Scuba Club Swims Again
The scuba club, recently
revived on the UMR campus, is
back in the swim looking
towards added members and a
lively spring schedule. The club
had been long defunct here until
last semester, when a probe into
interest in scuba spurred a
hearty response, resulting in
scuba lessons on campus and a
field trip over thanksgiving to
Corpus Christi, Texas.
The lessons, organized by the
club, were offered through the
extension division and tau~t by
representatives of West End
Diving from St. Louis. The
program, offered through the
Extension Division, was very
well received by the campus
and was filled to capacity.
This semester, several ideas
are in the planning stage. The
program looks to include a field
trip for members of the club to
Key Largo, Florida over
Easter. The club hopes to
sponsor the beginners scuba
course again offering PADI
certification, and also an advanced course for those who

completed the program last
semester.
The scuba club meets every
second and fourth Thursday of
the month at the multi-purpose
building. All those interested
are welcome to attend.
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Brand-new radio drama just like it used to be: great!
Adifferent show every night Produced by Hi Brown
who did "Inner Sanctum," "Thin Man" and many
others. E. G. Marshall is the host. Check local radio
listings for time and
station in your area.

ATTENTION GRADUATES
Many of our clients across the midwest have
openings in their engineering departments for
engineering graduates. These areas include:

Mechanical Engineers·Product Design
Industrial Management·Time Study,
Incentive, Etc.
Electrical Engineers
Our clients will pay ALL expenses.
If interested, send resume, work history,
and location preferences to to:

I.

Joe Kremer
Dorsey love & Assoc.

P.O. Box 4486

A, NHfU SER - SUS CH , I~C . • S1. lOUIS

Springfield, Mo.

(417) 883·1212
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1974 Military Ball Queen Candidates
Kappa Delta has chosen as its
candidate for the Valentines '
Day MilitaI:Y Ball Sharon
Brady, a freshman at UMR
majoring in computer science.
Her various activities include : member of Kappa Delta
sorority ; TKE Little Sister ; IFC
Bowling League ; and junior
representative for Gamma
Alpha Delta (service fraternity ). Sharon is also active in
intramural sports and is a
member of the yearbook staff.

Mayonne Thompson is the
Military Ball queen candidate
for the Raiders .
She is 24, a part-time freshmen student majoring in
general studies. She works at
the counseling and testing
center at UMR and is a member
of the Daughters of Lee, Kappa
Alpha Little Sisters . Miss
Thompson 's special interest is
wri ting poetry.

JULIE GIESELMAN
Julie Gieselman, an employe·
of Dunkin Donuts, is sponsored
by Delta Sigma Phi.
She is a 1973 high school
graduate and is a member of
the Thespians, a national honor
group of students involved in
drama , either as actors or
production crew members .
Miss Gieselman was active in
the Girl Scouts for 11 years and
last year toured Europe with a
group of 20 scouts.

MA YONNE THOMPSON

LYNN YOCUM

AMY MACORMAC

Lynn Yocum , who represents
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
operates a business in the Rolla
area
called
Somebody
Sometime.
It 's a temporary help contracting company and many
students find part-time jobs
through her. Lynn graduated
from Northwest High School in
House Springs, and Pat Quinlan
International Modeling School.

The MRHA has chosen Amy
Macormac as their candidate
for Military Ball queen.
Amy is a very photogenic
blue~yed blonde from Eureka .
She is a freshman math major
here at UMR, and is a member
of the WRHA. Amy 's interest
are varied. She enjoys all
sports, especially water skiing.
Although she is not a member of
any orgainzations presently ,
she hopes to participate in more
activities next year, perhaps
cheerleader and WRHA sports.
After graduation, Amy plans to
teach on the secondary level.

Six bulls are

better than
one.

SHARON BRADY
The members of Pershing
Rifles Company K-7 present
Miss Colleen Ann Collins as
their Military Ball queen
candidate.
Colleen, a charming 5'8"
brunette from Manchester, is a
senior
majoring
in
mathematics. She transferred
to this school after attending
Meramec Junior College .
Colleen has been very active in
campus activities since her
arrival at UMR, serving on the
Student Union Board special
events committee and chairing
the rules and regulations
committee for the WRHA. She
has also been active in intramural sports and is a
member of the coed drill team.

JOY EWENS

Six pak,
Eight oz.
cans

COLLEEN ANN COLLINS.

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
Broyles
Distributing Co.,lnc.
Hwy. 63 N.

The women of the WRHA
have chosen Joy Ewens as their
candidate for military ball
queen.
Joy is a freshman geology
major at UMR. She is an active
participant in intramural
sports , a house representative
and DJ for radio station KMFA,
scrap-book chairman for
WRHA , and historian for
Intercollegiate Knights Girls '
Auxiliary. In the summer she
works as a camp counselor . She
enjoys people, the out-<>f-doors,
sports and horseback riding.
Her escort will be Joe Yeager.

Debra Kay Mills is a junior in
Chemistry at UMR. She skipped
her last year in high school at
Union to get an early start on
her degree . Miss Mills , who is
working her way through school
for the chemistr.y department,
is hoping for a master 's degree
in chemistry. She likes animals ,
swimming and music and crafts
and plays tenor sax in the UMR
band. Miss Mills is a member of
the Gamma Delta , the Lutheran
youth group, and the W. T.
Sch re nk
c hemistry
organization.

364·3676
DEBRA KAY MILLS
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Miner Sports
Miners Stay Undefeated
At Home With Victories
It's been another good week
for the basketball team. Last
night they revenged two
previous losses to Northwest
Missouri State by solidly
defeating them 82-75. As with
the previous two games with
Maryville, the game was seesaw right up until the final
minute, but this time the Miners
took the final spurt ahead.
. Ken Stalling started the night
ranked eleventh in the nation in
scoring and continued his torrid
pace, pumping in 31 points. The
senior guard is now averaging
24 points per game. Ross Klie
pulled down nineteen rebounds,
and another freshman, Bob
Stanley had 12. Tommy Noel
had a great night, with 25 pOints
and 16 rebounds.
It was a sweet victory indeed.
Not only had Maryville beaten
the Miners twice before this
year (both games extremely
close) but now UMR has taken
over second place in the MIAA
standings. There are still quite
a few MIAA games left this year

and we seem to be building
momentum.
In the previous games, played
since our last publication, UMR
lost to Lincoln (on their home
court of course) 86-69. Stalling
fell below 30 pOints in that one,
coming up with a total of 28. Bob
Stanley returned to the lineup
after two weeks absence with an
injury and scored 11. Lamont
Pruitt lost the scoring duel with
Stalling, totaling only 18 points.
UMR gets another shot
at Lincoln this Saturday night,
here. The Miners are undefeated this year at home, and
if we all come out and give them
some
(clean
and
wellintentioned) support , there's no
reason why they won't stay that
way . This could be a big game
in determining the final MIAA
standings.
Last Saturday night UMR
romped
over
Northeast
Missouri State by a score of 9474. Stalling poured in another 34
points and Ross Klie had his
biggest
scoring
game,
amassing 18 points. Noel had 17,

and the jackrabbits had 11 and
12 rebounds, respectively. Bob
Stanley had a good night, too,
with 15 points and nine
rebounds.
UMR's next game is Thursday night , here, with Westminister College. They are now
9-10 overall and 5-4 in MIAA
play.
Monday night's victory was
the Miners ' seventh in a row at
home, and that string includes
more records than is practically
believable. This is probably one
of the most exciting teams
around this place in years, and
several of them will be returning for quite a while. As they
zero in on the .500 mark
Thursday night they will be
more probable to win with your
support. This is a team really
responds to crowd support, so
be there!

Intramural Standin2s

KappaSig
SigTau
TKE
Beta Sig
PiKA
SigEp
KA
Lambda Chi
SigNu
PhiKap
MRHA
Tech
SigPi
Campus
GDI

1139.25
1073
1047
1032
1020
936
907
906
905
826
806.75
799.75
799.5
724
723

DeltaSig
Theta Xi
Delta Tau
APhiA
Liahona
Acacia
Mates
Engine
Intern'l
Wesley
BSU
AEPi
Newman
Triangle
Pi Kappa Phi

PIZZA

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
DIAL 364·2669
FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

7 Days a Week
Open Doily
4 Ip.m. to 20.m.

Enrollment In A
Military Science
Department Course
Offers Interesting
Opportunities
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

1. Liberal Scholarships
Ross Klie scores a layup in UMR's 94-74 victory over
Kirksville.
(Photo by Blanc)

TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miners Hang Out
Michelob & Bottle Beer
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rolla

2. $100 Monthly Allowance
3. Free Flyi ng Lessons
4. Future Employment
ENROLL IN ARMY ROTC
(Class remains open by arrangement)

CALL: 341·4741

631.5
564
537
496
489.5
465
462.25
432
380.75
330.25
318
308

274.5
244
49.5
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Volleyball Standings
League IV
Sigma Pi
Theta Xi
3-{)
Delta Sigma
2-1 Tech
1-3 International
1-3 GDI
0-4 APA
League V
Wesley
~
3-1 Pi Kappa Phi
2-1 Mates
1-3 AEPi
1-3 FCUS
(}O3 BSU
Iranians
Women
WRHA
4-{)
3-1 Newman
2-1 Wesley
1-2 Kappa Delta
1-3 Zeta Tau
0-4 BSU

League I
Kappa Sigma
TKE
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Tau
Campus
Triangle

4-{)

League II
Beta Sigma
SigmaPhiEp
Phi Kappa Theta
SigmaNu
Newman
Delta Tau Delta
League III
Lambda Chi
Kappa Alpha
MRHA
Acacia
Engine
Liahona

UMR All-American Tim Blood swims to victory in a freestyle event.
Photo by Stevenson)

Rolla Volkswagen

~

~

Sl~"i.M~

2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
(}OS
5-{)

3-2
2-2
2-2
2-2
1-3
0-4
4-{)

3-1
3-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
1-4

Ruggers Win Rockhurst Opener

Old Hiway 66 East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A Fine Selection
Of New & Used Cars"

Merideth Motors

GDI

S-{)
4-{)

~

The UMR Rugby team won
their opener against Rockhurst
college last Saturday. The game
got off to a slow start because of
the typical Rolla weekend
weather. Snow and cold kept the
Rockhurst team from arrivin
until well after the 12: 30 starting time. Once the game began
though , it proved to be well
worth the wait. Hard hitting
was the order for the day and
lots of it. UMR proved to be the
better conditioned team,

dominating both in tne scrum
and backfield.
Rolla
outscrambled
Rockhurst midway through the
first half to score the game
opening points. ' Jack Vance
rumbled to the goal line and was
hit by several Rockhurst
players and in the ruckus lost
the ball. Bernie Welch got the
ball and carried it over for a
Rolla score.
Late in the half a Rockhurst
man recovered a loose ball and
scored making it 4 to 4 and the
end of the first half.
The secOlJ,d half proved to be a
push-pull event, neither team
seemed to be able to get things
together. Ten minutes into the
second half "Mad Dog"
Wilkerson streaked down the
side line for a Rockhurst score.
With seven minutes left in the
game the UMR ruggers got it
together when John Cummings
executed a fine broken field run
to the Rockhurst 10 yard line
and passed to Jack Vance who

charged over the Rockhurst
'goal line for the score. Rick
Scola converted the kick, giving
Rolla a 10 to 8 victory over
Rockhurst.
In the second game the UMR
gold team lost to a combination
Rockhurst and UMR black
team players . The final score
was 4-{).
After the game a keg of beer
was enjoyed by all. All in all the
season looks good this year. The
next game is schedule for the
16th of February in Rolla
against Central Methodist, so
come on out and "support our
local Hookers."
NOTICE
There will be a meeting
for a II those interested
in playing varsity golf
this spring on Thursday.
February 14th. Coach
Mercier will meet the
prospective golfers at 5
p.m. in the Athletic
Office over in the MultiPurpose Building.

Introducing
, to
Rolla

NUNN
BUSH

Stag

.

when you want to chase
a beer with a beer.
Norm Deleo Distributing Co.
Cuba, Mo.

S hut,:-;

Fur 1\1('n

FLEXIBLE S

OFF Reg;l1lar Price
to Students

family shoes
701 Pine -

364-2050
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Orr Sparks Swimmers
To Victory At Cape
The UMR swimming team
journeyed to Cape Girardeau
over the weekend to challenge
the SEMO Indians. The Miners
ended up in the most exciting
meet of the year. The final
result was still in doubt up until
the last event. UMR was
leading, 54-52, but the winner of
the 400 free relay recei ves seven
points. Tim Blood led off
against Plackmeier and got the
Miners into a three yard lead.
Mike Norberg then went against
Miller. He messed up a turn,
thereby losing the three yard
lead that he had to start with .
But he stayed with it and
eventually got the three yards
back. Rusty Curtis then swam
his best 100 yards of the year ,
giving Bill Orr a five yard
margin as he entered the final
100 yards against the Indians
Doug De Beer , the MIAA
defending champion in the 100 .
The Miners still looked like they
would win. But the unexpected
happened. Bill missed his first
turn completely, and he had to
go back and touch the wall. This
allowed DeBeer to pull even
with him . But l3ill didn't fold, as
he edged DeBeer by six tenths
of a second, giving the Miners
the victory.
The other events also drew
some performances from the
Bob
Miner
·swimmers.
McCarthy swam the best 100
yards of backstroke in his life,
leading the Miners to a victory
in the 400 Medley Relay . Bill
Orr followed this with a
tremendous effort in the 1650.
He had a time of 17 :26.2 , a new
varsity record by more than 42
seconds. This also qualified him
for the National Championships ,
beating
the
qualifying mark by five
seconds!
Other Miner winners were
Bill Greiser in the 200 individual
medley, recording his best time
of the year (2: 15.4) ; Mark
Mateer in the 100 fly, also ·with
his top mark of the season;
Rusty Curtis in the 100 back,
and he, too , had his best time of
the year ; Bill Orr, making it a
great day for him, won the 500
free; and Tim Blood tuned up
for conference with a winning
performance in the 100 breast.
An interesting sidelight dealt
with Mike Norberg . Mike swam
the 100 fly during the 100
freestyle event, and set a new
varsity record.
The Miners thus kept their
unbeaten mark against Cape
intact. This made it a perfect
week for the Miners , as they
had trounced Washington
University on the preceding
Wednesday, 76-35 . Bill Greiser
had a super time in the 200
breast , and Steve Sullentrop
beat teammate Steve P eppers
for the first time this year in a
diving event. Orr and Mateer

J ohn's

a ls o contributed fin e performances in the 50 free and 200
individual medley , respectively.
This should put the Miners in
the righCframe of mind for their
biggest weekend of the year, up
to now. On Friday they play
host to Southwest Missouri
State in a meet that will tell the
Miners how they will do in the
conference championships. The

Intramural volleybalJ action
is moving to the final games and
leaders in each league are
striving for a playoff position .
Last week Beta Sigma P si
re main ed undefea ted by
beating Sigma Phi Epsilon 21-7,
22-20; Lambda Chi Alpha took
over undisputed fi rst place in
league three by overcoming
Kappa Alpha 21-7 ; 22-20 and
WRHA gave Kappa Delta their
second loss 15-12, 7-15, 15-5 in
women's competition.
First place teams as of Feb. 8
are Kappa Sigma and Tau
Kappa Epsilon in league I,
Beta Sigma Psi in league II,
Lambda Chi Alpha league III,
Theta Xi and Sigma Pi league
IV, Wesley in league V and
WRHA in the women 's league.
Scores from last week :
MRHA 21-10, 21-8 over Liahona;
Sigma Pi won two 21-15 , 21-13
against GDI and 21-11, 21-13
over Delta Sigma Phi; Sigma
Nu beat Newman 21-18 , 21-15;
Tau Kappa Epsilon blasted
Triangle 21-3 , 21-4 ; Wesley was
also a double winner over
Mates and the Iranians 21-11 ,
13-21, 21-11 ; and 21-11 , 21-17
respectively; Mates defeated
FCUS 21-17, 19-21, 21-4 ; Engine
beat Liahona 21-15, 21-10;
Kappa Sigma notched number
four against Sigma Tau Gamma
21-3, 21-10 to set the stage for
Wednesday's showdown with
TKE ; Alpha Epsilon Pi
outlasted BSU 21-10, 19-21,21-4;
Pi Kappa Phi defeated Iranian
students 21-9, 21-10 ; Phi Kappa

BU Y ING AL L S IL V ER COI NS
DA TED 1964 OR BEFORE AND
OTHER OLD COINS.

Roper and Doug Duff both
pinned their Cape opponents
while Tom Kohler and
heavyweight Mark Crosby both
won against UMSL. Senior Mike
Blackmore rounded out " the
UMR scoring with a decision
against Cape.
The Miners travel to
Springfield Tuesday night for a
dual meet against SMS, and
then return home for their last
meet
before
Conference
Saturday afternoon as they host
William Jewell and UMSL at
2:00 p.m. Plan to bring your
party weekend date and enjoy
Miner wrestling.

.

In other women's action Zeta
.Tau Alpha beat BSU 16-14, 15-9,
then lost to GDI 8-15. 2-15 :
Newman squeaked by Wesle~
15-11, and had to go to three
games to beat GDI 15-10, 5-15,
15-12.

With one game remaining
Wesley has clinched league V.
The other leagues are still up
for grabs and this week's action
should eliminate some of the
contenders. This week is
highlighted by Kappa Sigma
and TKE,Beta Sigma and Phi
Kappa, and Lambda Chi and
MRHA on Wednesday and TKE
and PiKA on Tuesday.
Handball action continues
this week as the final rounds
begin. Coach Van Nostrand has
published the information
concerning wrestling. All
wrestlers must have fifteen
workouts completed by Feb. 28.
Pulse checks will be taken at
the infirmary Feb. 25, 26, 27
from 10-3. The final weigh-in is
scheduled for Sunday, March 3
at the Multi-Purpose Building in
the training room from 1-4 :"30.
All wrestlers are asked to
comply with these conditions .

SONY.

Ken Stalling puts up a jumper in Monday night's
victory over Maryville.
(Photo by Blanc)

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla. Missouri

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy ·a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the job.
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
ov.er 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
thiS way. See us for all the details. Also you can use
your own insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.

DUAL
"This is $I special discount program for students. We
will be glad to quote you a price "on any Ford or
Mercury product."
Keith Hoemann +Pi Kappa Phi + 1704 Pine + PHONE 364- \927

I - - - - - G O O D WITH THIS COUPON ONLY _ _ _ _ ,

IMINER
I

BOT TL ES

21-8, 21-3 .

Fisher

111 Ea st 4th Str eet

SU PPLIES

If only for a minute, it looked
as if the Miners wrestlers might
win one end of the triple-<lual at
Cape Girardeau Saturday night.
Having lost 42-3 to Central
Missouri State and 30-17 against
UMSL, UMR battled host
Southeast Missouri to a 21-21 tie
into the final match before
losing by a pin, 27-21.
Senior sensation Steve Ganz
won a decision for UMR's only
points versus Central, scored a
tie against UMSL, and won by
forfeit from Cape.
Aside from Steve, it was the
freshmen on the team which
carried the Miners. Danny

Theta over Newman 21-8, 21-i6;
Delta Sigma Phi picked up their
second victory by bea ting the
Interna tional Students 21-15, 1521, 21-14 ; Theta Xi remained
undefeated by beating Tech
Clu b 21 -7, 21 -9; Campus
defeated Triangle 21-13, 21-16 ;
and GDI over Alpha Phi Alpha

l';;i9ht here on campus is where you can get the best deal on stereo and electroni;;"
" equipment of all kinds. The best price in town on name brands like-

I

COINS

meet will start at 4:30 p.m. and
judges and timers are needed.
On Saturday, both John Brown
and Drury come to town. These
are two teams the Miners have
never beaten. They hope to
break this jinx this weekend.
and in the process, some super
times should be recorded. This
double dual meet begins at 2:00
p.m. A large party-weekend
crowd is expected.

Showdowns Highlight
Volleyball Com petition

Coin & Bottle
Shop
(old lic e nse bld g.)

Ganz Continues Pace
As Wrestlers Lose

I

SPECIALJUM:~~~ENERI

Includes: 5 pes. Chicken
Whipped Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, 2 Rolls.
No Substitutions No Extra Crispy
per Coupon

MALCOM'S

$

SA35V~E .
'"

2

""

I

II

Reg. $2.35

I HWY. 63 & 72 Ktat ..ekll fried ChiekeK® 3646307 I
L _ _ _ _ _ • Coupon Good Thru April 14 _ _ _ _ _ .1

